Secure your door when seconds matter most.

The SLEEVE

65% of public schools report a violent incident has occurred.
U.S. Department of Education, 2014

No door modifications needed. The Sleeve *installs in seconds* to the door's closer arm.

- Tested to withstand more than 550 lbs. of external force
- Laser cut from solid 12-gauge carbon steel (.104” thick)
- Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tested
- Industrial strength rubber pads
- Proudly manufactured in the USA

www.fightingchancesolutions.com

(888) 559-6412
P.O. Box 1291
Muscatine, IA 52761
Fighting Chance Solutions (FCS) was formed by a team of educators and entrepreneurs in Iowa. The idea started during a standard classroom security training. Educators were instructed to secure doors with belts and barricade rooms with bookshelves. The team recognized something was missing.

Seeking an effective and affordable solution for educators, they invented the sleeve, which helps secure doors more effectively. FCS products are now proudly being used to enhance security in schools, offices, and organizations in all 50 states.

The Sleeve is currently deployed in all 50 U.S. states.

The Sleeve was successfully deployed and withstood an attempted room entrance during a live active shooter situation on the UCLA campus in June 2016.

Emily Wenger
Muscatine Journal, June 2, 2016

The Sleeve has been easy for our staff members to understand how to implement and increases the feeling of safety.

Martin Muecke
Principal, Bullhead City Elementary, Bullhead, AZ

The Sleeve is something no teacher wants to have to use, but it gives me a little more comfort each day knowing it’s there.

E. Savage
Teacher, Davinci Middle School, Blaine, MN

I measured and tested the Sleeve in my own classroom. It works just as promised. Thankfully I’ve never had to use it in an emergency, but it brings peace of mind.

Jonathan England
Teacher, Henderson, TN

We have a very large preschool and we keep a Sleeve on the back of every door in case of an emergency. It makes the parents, teachers and staff feel comfortable knowing they are there.

Chris Falone
Facilities Manager, Temple of Isaiah, Los Angeles, CA
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